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O

n October 10th 2021 Iraq held its fifth parliamentary
election since 2003. The vote took place in the
midst of a number of crises and ongoing attempts in
Baghdad and Erbil to address the country’s socio-economic
crisis, which has been compounded by the decline in oil
prices, the Covid-19 pandemic, geopolitical rivalries, and
the uncertainty surrounding the future of U.S. troops in
Iraq. This dossier, jointly published by ISPI and the Iraq
Policy Group, examines Iraq’s political and economic
dynamics — together with its foreign relations — to provide
forward-looking analysis and policy recommendations that
elucidate the country’s prospects of achieving stability and
good governance and the role international actors can play
to stabilise the country.
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T

he magnitude of the crisis facing Iraq cannot be understated:
a youth bulge, sagging growth rates, and economic pressure
have combined with the pre-eminence of militia groups and
their systematic atrocities, and a rise in geopolitical tensions. Iraq
faces a potential moment of reckoning following its make-or-break
parliamentary elections this month; the low voter turnout, estimated
at 41 percent (at the time of writing), reflects a trend that has seen
turnout shrink with each passing election. The Iraqi state faces
an unprecedented crisis of legitimacy. In 2005, 80 percent of
eligible Iraqi voters went to the pollsmarkinga resounding success
for the nascent democratic process. However, that figure dropped
to around 60 percent during the 2010 and 2014 parliamentary
elections, and plummeted to 45 percent in 2018. In 2018, the
crystallization of a ferocious protest movement that first emerged
between 2015 and 2016 to demand reforms, basic services,
and an end to corruption was met with a fierce crackdown and
widespread atrocities that have been attributed to Iran-backed
militia groups. At least 600 protestors and activists have since
been killed while thousands have been wounded. Activists are also
routinely assassinated.
Since coming into office two years ago, Prime Minister Kadhimi has
had to balance the urgency of combatting militia groups and
implementing reforms with the intricacies of Iraqi politics and
the stark realities of state fragility. The Iraqi state is too weak to
combat armed groups that operate outside of state control, and
its conventional security forces are stretched as a result of the
resurgence of ISIS and social unrest. In the midst of such wideranging threats, there are still major challenges to preventing
an ISIS comeback, which has ramped up its attacks in recent
months and is reconstituting itself in large parts of Iraq’s Arab Sunni
north, where, according to officials, it is in the process of developing
the infrastructure that enabled the emergence of its so-called
Caliphate in 2014. This adds to recent woes that have resulted from
the decline in oil prices and the COVID-19 pandemic.
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To make matters worse, Iraq has a population of over 30 million, which
is expected to reach 50 million in less than a decade. More than
60 percent of Iraqis are under 24, and 700,000 require jobs every
year. Iraq lacks the infrastructure, sustainable governance, and
private sector to meet the needs of its population. The country’s
water resources have reduced by 30 percent since the 1980s and
the water supply faces a reduction of up to 60 percent by 2025,
which has dire implications for food production and electricity.
Iraq’s economy is largely dependent on oil, which provides around
85 percent of government revenue. But 70 percent of its budget
goes toward paying civil servants. The World Bank has estimated
that productivity per Iraqi civil servant is 17 minutes per day, while
Iraqi officials suggest it is around 15 minutes.
Iraq’s ruling class crudely assumed the threat of terrorism, the war on
ISIS, and sectarian strife could deflect focus from their governance
failures and the endemic (politically sanctioned) corruption in
perpetuity. The political class has also capitalized on – and
exploited – a powerful narrative that has been forged among its
supporters – and indeed some policy circles in Washington and
other Western capitals – that has measured the grievances and
calamities of the country against the extremes of civil war or Baathera rule. This sensationalist narrative propagated the notion of a
revived Iraqi state and government, particularly spreading under
previous administrations, albeit ignoring the underlying, deeprooted issues that have galvanized an entire generation of Iraqis
longing for a better future.
That said, there is still some hope. Since coming into office, Kadhimi
has opened up channels of communication with protestors in an
effort to address their grievances. While critics of this approach
will point out that it has had limited effect, such outreach informs
the wider policy-making process within – and outside of – the
Prime Minister’s Office, opening up opportunities for empowering
protestors and devising government strategies and measures
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that could contain militia groups. This will become all the more
important now that the protest movement party, Imtidad, has
secured 10 seats in the new Parliament. In the absence of such
outreach, the disconnect between an increasingly aggrieved and
disenfranchised public would be far greater, and social unrest far
more precarious. Moreover, since the summer of 2020, Iraqi and
Kurdistani intelligence agencies have made symbolic arrests of
Kata’ib Hezbollah, Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq, and Kata’ib Sayyid al-Shuhada
militiamen responsible for conducting rocket attacks on U.S.
personnel. These arrests, the coordination between Kurdistan’s
Prime Minister Masrour Barzani and Kadhimi, and broader efforts
to detain militias and hold them to account have been criticised
for being symbolic. However, such measures have the potential
to trigger important accountability mechanisms within Iraqi law
and the judicial process.
The foremost challenge facing Iraq – both the Baghdad and Erbil
governments – is economic, a crisis that enables both militia groups
and could open up pathways for the resurgence of ISIS. Together
with Deputy Prime Minister and Finance Minister Ali Allawi, Kadhimi
has established a blue print for the country’s economic revival. The
White Paper was published just months after Kadhimi came to
office, and it sets out a series of ambitious policies that will depend
on garnering political consensus and an ability to navigate the
volatility of domestic politics and geopolitical tensions. Amid its
attempt to devise a comprehensive and viable economic package
that addresses the economic crises and placates the public, the
next government will continue to be tested by the uncertainties of
Iraq’s domestic politics and those political and militant forces that
will resist vital cuts in the public sector, lest these undermine their
patronage networks.
The country’s future Prime Minister will most likely struggle to
address Iraq’s domestic crises and fail to deliver services and to
reduce the public sector payroll without prompting a strong public
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backlash. Reducing the public sector payroll is a double-edged
sword: it reduces the government’s approval ratings and ability to
garner popular support for reform while also enabling the space
for the government’s rivals to exploit the public’s discontent to
garner support and destabilise the political environment. That said,
despite the slow progress of the White Paper, the government has
managed to hold its head above water, helped by the recovery of oil
prices. According to Karen Young, the KRG has been able to attempt
some reform initiatives, including a digitalisation strategy which
has helped the KRG improve transparency and accountability, and
which has already helped the government institute cost-cutting
measures that will be vital to Prime Minister Barzani’s efforts to
alleviate economic challenges.
Both Erbil and Baghdad are undergoing transformational changes
aimed at empowering start-ups and initiating an entrepreneurial
culture that will stimulate the economy, encourage diversification
away from oil and generate private sector investment. Kadhami’s
push to pursue charges against government officials and
industry officials – including former ministers – bodes well for the
government’s attempts to foster confidence in the investment
environment, but broader structural changes are still needed.
According to parliamentarians, there are 6250 projects that need
budget allocations worth $120 billion. Iraq’s failure to present
a long-term reform strategy has also failed to allay investor
concerns that the government has the capacity to address existing
challenges, including its endemic corruption, red-tape, and the
stranglehold that cartel-like groups with ties to the political elites
have over key industries.
The next three months will be particularly critical for the ruling
elites. At the time of writing, the country’s election results were still
being contested by the Popular Mobilisation Force; its Iran-backed
militias and leadership have suffered a major electoral decline, while
their fiercest rivals have secured a strong showing. This includes
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the historic victory of Muqtada al-Sadr, whose movement has
increased the number of seats it secured in the 2018 elections.
The PMF must now manage its electoral decline with its ongoing
tensions with those groups that were aligned with Grand Ayatollah
Sistani and were previously under the command of the PMF but
withdrew from the organisation because of the dominance of Iranbacked groups, their ties to Iran, and complicity in atrocities against
protestors. Secondly, the PMF faces an uphill struggle to compete
with Muqtada al-Sadr, whose movement is set to reign supreme
for decades to come and, thirdly, a protest movement that has
shifted and will continue to shift the tide of public opinion against
Iran-aligned factions.
This makes the immediate future a dangerous one, particularly if
the PMF views its post-election challenges as being existential,
though it might also be an opportunity to tame the prominence
of an organisation that has underpinned its political ambitions with
wide-spread atrocities and systemic violence.
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B

y December 31, 2021, the United States will have completed
its second formal withdrawal from Iraq in a decade. Just
three years after the last American withdrawal, the Iraqi state
was in peril, with a third of the country fallen to the Islamic State and
Baghdad and Erbil under direct threat. The result was the return of
U.S. combat operations in Iraq in 2014, and thus a second occasion
to withdraw today.
How will the next U.S. withdrawal impact Iraq’s political and security
environment, and in particular, Erbil-Baghdad relations and stability
in the Kurdistan Region? To answer this question, one must account
for whether the withdrawal will lead to real change on the ground,
as well as how the withdrawal will be perceived by relevant actors,
regardless of the scope of actual change.
Since 2003, the United States has been a powerful mediator in
the ever-tense relations between Iraq’s Kurds and the central
government. America’s renewed combat presence in Iraq, and
security assistance to both Erbil and Baghdad in the war against
the Islamic State, provided the U.S. with additional capacity and
leverage in pacifying Kurdish-Arab affairs. As such, some may
speculate that the American withdrawal may lead to a serious
deterioration of Erbil-Baghdad relations, which could eventually
spiral into violence between the two actors. Although relations
between Erbil and Baghdad have been relatively stable during
Prime Minister Mustafa al-Kadhimi’s time in office, the possibility of
greater instability between Iraq’s Kurds and the central government
is always present. The October elections, and subsequent
government-formation bargaining, can upend the terms of this
stability, and the main sources of conflict between the Kurdistan
Regional Government (KRG) and Baghdad (i.e. the status of disputed
territories and internal borders, budgetary issues, and oil revenuesharing) remain unresolved.
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Yet there are at least two reasons why any renewed conflict
between Erbil and Baghdad– if it were to transpire – will have little
to do with the withdrawal of American combat forces in Iraq.
First, the American drawdown is mostly symbolic: Approximately
2,000-2,500 U.S. troops will remain in country (not including
contractors); given that the American mission had already
transitioned to a mostly training and advisory operation, the role
of these remaining troops will be largely unchanged; and the
domestic legal authorization for America’s combat presence in Iraq
– the 2001 and 2002 AUMF – remain in effect. Therefore, whatever
leverage and stabilizing benefits originated from America’s military
presence in Iraq prior December 2021 will likely remain unchanged
thereafter.
Furthermore, unlike the 2011 withdrawal, the U.S. is likely to stay
deeply engaged in monitoring and suppressing the terrorist
threat from groups like the Islamic State. While the Obama
Administration was eager to move on from war in Iraq – in part to
enable the U.S. pivot to near-peer competition in Asia – the lesson
has been learned that the best way to safeguard the pivot East is
to keep regional threats in the Middle East at bay. Given growing
concern over the Islamic State and al-Qaeda’s resurgence after
the Afghanistan withdrawal and the continued U.S. counterterror
mission in northeast Syria, the Biden Administration is unlikely to
disengage itself from the security situation in Iraq.
Second, even if the U.S. withdrawal – no matter how limited or
symbolic – leads to a real decrease in Washington’s leverage over
Erbil-Baghdad relations, it may not directly change the likelihood
of conflict between the two. Playing peacemaker between Erbil
and Baghdad is a political choice and responsibility which the U.S.
has avoided even when it has held maximum leverage from its onthe-ground presence. For example, the most recent and extreme
episode of sustained violence between Iraqi Kurds and the
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central government (since the fall of the Saddam Hussein regime)
occurred during the height of America’s war against the Islamic
State in October 2017, just weeks after the Kurdistan independence
referendum. Instead of using its position to pacify a violent response
from Baghdad, the U.S. chose to turn a blind eye from the joint Iraqi
Security Forces-Popular Mobilization Forces (PMF) offensive until
large amounts of disputed KRG-controlled territory were retaken
by force.
This is not to say that the U.S. presence cannot and has not deterred
Kurdish-Arab violence in the past. For example, American forces
played a central role in diffusing escalating tensions in the disputed
city of Khanaqin in 2008. The point is simply that America’s ability
to mediate and diffuse tensions between Erbil and Baghdad has
always been, and will remain, a political choice in Washington –
a choice that is at least partially independent of the state and size
of American forces on the ground. The worse-case scenario that
some fear – physical violence between Kurds and Arabs, and
further separatist advancements by Erbil – have occurred even
when America’s local influence has been strongest. As such, while
a sustained and sizable U.S. combat presence in Iraq may provide
the U.S. with a greater capacity to play an intra-Iraq peacemaker,
its continued capacity to do so would have little meaning if the
political will is low.
The question of how the U.S. withdrawal will impact behavior of
the PMF – simultaneously militia actors and intricate members of
the Iraqi state – will be pertinent for both the KRG and other parties
in Baghdad. Part of Kadhimi’s reasoning for securing the formal
American withdrawal was to appease certain pro-Iran factions
within the PMF who were using the American combat mission to
oppose Kadhimi’s leadership. But while some groups are eager
to use the withdrawal as an opportunity to deepen participation in
government, others see the mostly symbolic agreement for what
it is and will continue their opposition. As such, the nebulous and
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fractured nature of the PMF mean that the U.S. withdrawal will not
have a uniformly pacifying or aggravating effect on all militia groups
and their affiliated parties.
Although the points above indicate that the December withdrawal
will not substantially alter the political and security environment
within Iraq – and in particular, the prospect for instability between
Baghdad and Erbil – such an event, no matter how symbolic,
could still impact the political and security environment. This is
because perceptions of policy change can sometimes be as
impactful as the degree of change itself. And the fact that the Iraq
drawdown comes on the heels of America’s very real and chaotic
withdrawal from Afghanistan could increase local perceptions that
the U.S. sees its “exit” from Iraq with similar finality.
Finally, one must consider not only how the U.S. withdrawal will
impact Erbil-Baghdad relations, but also other regional players
like Turkey and Iran. A downgrading of the U.S. role in Iraq may
encourage Ankara and Tehran to become more assertive vis-à-vis
both Baghdad and Erbil, both to fill the void of American influence
and to impede the other’s ability to do the same. With a lighter
American counterweight to back Baghdad and Erbil’s sovereignty
claims, Ankara may expand its attacks against PKK targets
in northern Iraq. Furthermore, Iran can expand its operations
against Iranian Kurdish rebels based in northern Iraq with less fear
of irking U.S. forces on the ground, while pro-Iran Shia militias may
feel empowered to challenge the KRG over disputed territories.
Although the influence of Turkey and Iran will be felt differently by
Kurdish parties in Erbil and Sulaymaniyah, all Kurdish parties will be
forced to think more creatively about how to manage the need for
growing coordination with Ankara and Tehran without jeopardizing
whatever is left of its American counterweight.
Overall, it is difficult to predict how the upcoming U.S. withdrawal will
affect Iraq’s political environment because so much is contingent
on whether the various local actors choose to perceive the
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American withdrawal as a moment of change or merely rebranded
continuity. And such perceptions will themselves be contingent
on how the American withdrawal actually unfolds in practice, in
terms of the ultimate size, operational scope, and physical location
of American forces by 2022. But if one thing is certain, it is that key
actors in Baghdad, the KRG, Ankara, and Tehran will be keen to
test the parameters of America’s new role in Iraq to find out. While
this period may be one of great uncertainty, there is more reason
to anticipate general continuity than change.
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T

here is no shortage in economic literature on the importance
of economic diversification for healthy, resilient, and
sustainable growth, and numerous real case studies
support such recommendation. Put simply, a country that puts ‘its
eggs in one basket’ is at the mercy of exogenous factors that go
beyond any government control, thereby undermining ‘prospects
for longer-term economic growth’, as put by the World Bank[1].

Iraq is a textbook example of the problems of high dependence on
a single sector – that is, hydrocarbons. In fact, the Iraqi economy
is one of the most oil dependent in the world. In 2020, the oil
sector provided more than 90 percent of government revenues,
96 percent of export revenues, and 32 percent of GDP. These
figures would have been higher if it wasn’t for the coronavirus
pandemic that crashed oil prices last year. In 2019, for example,
the oil sector accounted for more than 43 percent of GDP and in
2018 it accounted for nearly 100 percent of export earnings.[2] It
is therefore not hard to comprehend the substantial impact of oil
prices on the Iraqi economy: when prices are high, the economy
obviously benefits and government spending increases. Equally,
like passengers on a roller-coaster that they do not control, when
prices collapse, the economy suffers, and government spending
is significantly curtailed. When oil prices declined by 35 percent
in 2020, Iraq’s GDP growth fell by nearly 16 percentage points. A
healthy economy, however, requires stable growth instead of this
kind of spasmodic growth, while a diversified economy is typically
more resilient to price volatility in one sector.
Despite the sheer evidence and advice that span over many
decades, economic diversification in oil rich Iraq remains a work
in progress. The 2020 launch of the White Paper for Economic
Reform brought some hope that the process may be finally
gaining momentum. One of the key objectives of the paper is
“to put the economy and federal budget on a sustainable path,
expand the private sector and revitalize the non-oil sectors”. The
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cynics, however, would warn of the well-known pattern among oil
producers whereby bold reforms are announced under economic
hardship following a decline in oil prices, only for those reforms
to be put on hold, curtailed or forgotten all together when prices
recover.
Today, Iraq can ill afford falling into this old trap. The energy
transition and the world’s determination to turn the page on the
fossil fuels era are creating new and lasting structural conditions
that every oil producer ought to take seriously. Of course, the energy
transition is a long-term process that might take decades before
fully materializing. However, throughout this process, oil producers
will face new challenging dynamics. Experts increasingly contend
the world is approaching an inflection point, after which global oil
demand will peak before starting to (rapidly) decline. When the
oil market starts to plateau – or to shrink – competition among
producers will intensify as they will fight to protect their share. In
theory, under this scenario, low-cost producers should be the
last to leave the market. Blessed with some of the lowest cost
proven reserves in the world, Iraq should be in a more privileged
position than many of its peers, including within OPEC. However,
that advantage is diluted when the harsh macroeconomic reality is
factored in.
The fiscal breakeven oil price – the minimum oil price needed to
meet the spending commitments of an oil-exporting country while
balancing public budgets – illustrates the scale of the challenge.
For most Middle Eastern oil exporters, particularly Iraq, fiscal
breakeven prices have hovered higher than actual oil prices since
at least 2016, according to the IMF.[3] In Iraq, the breakeven price
was estimated to be around $64 per barrel (/bbl) in 2020 (and $72
in 2021). Oil prices (Brent) averaged $42/bbl in 2020 – clearly not
enough to cover the spending bill. Although the cost of producing
one barrel of oil in Iraq is just under $11/bbl[4], Iraq will need much
higher oil prices than the market would provide on its own to
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balance its books. Under the status quo, the country’s ability to act
as the lowest cost producer and to crowd out other producers will
therefore be severely hampered. However, by reducing its reliance
on the oil sector through economic diversification, Iraq would be
able to significantly cut the fiscal breakeven price and therefore
truly capitalise on its low-cost reserves.
A well-developed private sector is an important pillar to achieving
economic diversification and sustainable growth, as recognised in the
White Paper. However, the private sector requires comprehensive
regulations and legislation as well as basic services. Here, the road
is steep as Iraq’s performance on political and public governance
indexes has been disappointing. For instance, the country ranked
160th out of 170 countries on Transparency International’s
Corruption Perceptions Index for 2020, just ahead of countries like
Afghanistan and North Korea. Iraq also featured among the least
free economies (ranking 148 out of 165) in the Fraser’s Institute
Economic Freedom of the World 2021[5].
Interestingly, however, Iraq needs to look no further than its own
oil sector to see the benefits of constructively engaging the private
sector. Since 2009, Iraq has opened its doors to private capital
and international oil companies unlike most of its neighbours,
such as Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. Such a move has allowed Iraq
to significantly boost its oil production to new records, outpacing
production growth among its peers, especially within OPEC.
Furthermore, apart from Mauritania and Yemen, Iraq is the only
Arab country to join the Extractive Industry Transparency Initiative
(EITI), which is the global standard for good governance, open and
accountable management of extractive resources, even though
its contribution has not been stellar – another area that deserves
close attention to improve revenue management in the country.
In this respect, unlike many of its peers, Iraq has failed to save
some of the oil revenues in a sovereign wealth fund (SWF). The
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irony is that, right next door, its neighbour Kuwait has the oldest
SWF in the world and the second largest (after Norway’s), while
the United Arab Emirates has the third largest SWF. Recent reports
indicate that the government is considering establishing such a
fund, which is good news. Diverting some (or even most) of the oil
revenues into an SWF will help to safeguard the local economy
from boom-bust cycles while converting the extracted resources
into a portfolio of assets that can provide sustainable income
for future generations. However, a SWF is no panacea: sound
fiscal management is a satisfactory and primary condition for an
effective revenue management, even without a fund. Furthermore,
the proper design and management of the fund will shape its
success or failure.
For the world’s fifth largest oil producer and proven oil reserves
holder in the world, it is time to translate those riches into robust
economic growth and sustainable development. For long, Iraq has
been resource rich but economically poor. Should it successfully
pursue a healthy diversification strategy, however, Iraq has the
potential to be both resource rich and economically sound, even
when oil gradually falls out of favour in the rest of the world.

NOTES
[1] World Bank, 2019. Chapter 5 Economic Diversification, Lessons From
Practice.
[2] Iraq : 2020 Article IV Consultation-Press Release; Staff Report; and
Statement by the Executive Director for Iraq (imf.org)
[3] IMF Data
[4] Rystad Energy
[5] The index encompasses four key aspects: size of government,
legal system and property rights, sound money, and freedom to trade
internationally. map | Fraser Institute
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W

e are approaching an energy inflection point in the
global economy: plentiful oil supply, a demand plateau
by 2030, and more competitive renewable-energy
options, even as investors and consumers grow leerier of carbonintensive products. Oil producers’ future in the Gulf is still one in
which oil revenues fail to meet growth goals of governments, with
a knock-on effect on job expectations for citizens. There are a
number of areas where Iraq can draw on the experiences of the
GCC to address its economic crisis and implement economic
diversification policies; but while the fundamentals are similar, in
that Iraq and the GCC states are generally reliant on oil revenues
for government spending, demographics, infrastructure, security
and savings are all very different in scale and composition.
For Iraq, expatriate consumer demand is not an issue, nor is a
burgeoning tourism and entertainment sector to attract Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI). The most obvious point of difference is
the voracious political competition and a tense parliamentary
democracy in Iraq that does not exist in the GCC states.
In finance, Iraq’s monetary policy and recent currency devaluation
shows more flexibility than the GCC currency pegs, but it also
creates an increasing external debt burden at much higher
repayment terms than GCC states have to offer. The devaluation
also risks lowering domestic consumption, as people will buy less
as their incomes become lower relative to the price of goods
and services. Devaluations tend to increase the attractiveness
of domestically produced goods, but Iraq imports nearly all of
its consumer products with the exception of some agriculture. In
governance and institutionalization, Iraq faces a larger burden of
administering its revenues from oil across the country efficiently
and equitably via disparate government deposits in local banks,
and particularly in disputes from the distribution of oil revenue
to the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG). Efforts in late 2020
to establish a reform agenda hit the key issues, including: cuts to
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the public sector wage bill, strengthening the bank sector, legal
reforms, advancing digitalization, and improving government
services and infrastructure.
Despite
the
differences,
this
article
delineates
and
compares economic diversification efforts underway in the GCC
that might prove useful in the Iraqi context, for the state as a whole,
and measures that might be adopted in the context of the Kurdistan
region. As in the GCC, the period between 2015 and 2020 became
a reckoning for living with lower oil prices and reduced government
revenue, spurring action for governments to seek additional sources
of revenue generation. Taxes are the most likely and feasible source
for governments. Across the GCC, the implementation of a simple
value-added tax has been inconsistent, with Bahrain, Saudi Arabia,
and the United Arab Emirates alone enacting the measure by March
2021. Saudi Arabia deviated in its tripling of the tax in July 2020, as
an extreme measure to both generate new government revenue
and prepare citizens for perhaps more taxes and fees to come.
Iraq’s government introduced new taxes in 2015, including new sales
taxes. These taxes included a 300% tax on alcohol and tobacco, 15%
on travel tickets, 15% on cars, and 20% on mobile recharge cards and
internet services. This is in addition to tourism and hospitality service
taxes on first class restaurants and hotels subject to a 10% sales tax.
Moreover, as in the GCC, Iraq’s government has actively sought debt
finance in the form of loans, including IMF agreements, to meet
its fiscal shortfalls. However, access to credit has relied more on
internal finance, from the local bank sector and the issuance of
treasury bills sold to domestic investors by the Ministry of Finance,
along with IMF support, which the GCC states do not have to rely
upon given their ready access to credit from bond investors and
syndicated loans. Iraq does not enjoy the GCC states’ credit
ratings (at least most of them, excluding Bahrain and Oman), with
an April 2020 Fitch rating of Iraq in the B- long term (reaffirmed in
February 2021), junk status.
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Iraq’s burden of debt repayment is also high. Debt payments are
expected to average about $5.8 billion state-owned defence
contractor in January 2021. The contract has been “deferred” but
illustrates the need for access to capital and the vulnerability
of countries without strong credit ratings and interest from
bond investors. In the GCC states, access to credit from Chinese
state entities has also been a factor for Oman’s debt financing,
while wealthier GCC states have entered co-investment deals in
refineries with Chinese state oil firms and asset sales of pipelines
to international investor consortiums to raise capital from their oil
sectors. Because oil revenue and asset sales are more contentious
in Iraq given the revenue-sharing agreement with the KRG, the
market for external investment in its oil sector is more tenuous.
However, some of what has worked in the GCC may have some
transferability to the Iraqi case, but in very broad terms. First, women’s
economic inclusion can have a dramatic effect on workforce
productivity and economic growth. Just as the GCC states have
made policy efforts to increase women’s economic inclusion
and workforce participation, Iraq could find significant benefit in
expanding such opportunity for this demographic. Women’s labour
force participation in Iraq is very low, at about 11 percent in 2019,
according to ILO data, and women’s unemployment (i.e., women
who are actively seeking work and do not find it) is about 30
percent. This tells us that even among the small portion of women
trying to work, almost a third of them are having trouble securing
a position. Clearly, an even larger number of women have exited
the workforce or given up on trying, for any number of reasons,
including safety. Given the security nexus, this rate is not necessarily
surprising, but represents a key missed opportunity for women and
their families.
The UN’s Gender Inequality Index shows that Iraqi Kurdistan is
relatively better off than the rest of Iraq. This measures gender
inequality based on reproductive health, empowerment, and labour
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market participation. It ranges from zero to one, where the lower
the score the more equality there is between women and men.
Iraqi Kurdistan achieves a score of 0.41 compared to the rest of Iraq,
which ranks at 0.55. According to the same data, Kuwait, Turkey,
and Saudi Arabia have indices of 0.27, 0.36, and 0.68, respectively.
Second, hard and soft infrastructure investments have reaped
gains in transport and trade links, educational access, and
general mobility for large parts of the GCC over the past few
decades. In Iraq, investment in infrastructure has more recently
included reconstruction efforts funded by aid. Interestingly,
GDP growth has correlated more to oil prices than to official
development assistance (ODA) or foreign direct investment (FDI),
which has been relatively flat since 2005. The ability to attract
foreign direct investment is a challenge and much of it correlated
to the business climate, regulatory hurdles, and confidence in the
rule of law. Even within the GCC, there is large variance. Saudi
Arabia has struggled to increase FDI for a decade, while the
neighbouring United Arab Emirates is a regional leader as an FDI
destination. For Iraq, there are some obvious weaknesses, but
strengthening government institutions and combatting corruption
would be first on the agenda. Strengthening the domestic bank
sector and the government’s use of domestic banks to conduct
its own business through public sector payrolls and contracting
are starting points articulated in the government’s own reform
initiatives.
In the case of the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG), there is
an autonomous, self-governing region that has the advantage of
a smaller population and a comparatively more stable political
order, along with the leverage of oil production in negotiations
with the Iraqi government. The KRG has been able to attempt
some reform initiatives on a smaller scale, including a digitalization
strategy that it is currently developing to combine public service
delivery policies with the centralization and automation of data, and
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which could improve transparency, accountability, and efficiency.
Frustratingly, Iraq has not benefitted from regional investment
flows, particularly investment from the GCC states. One exception
to this is the Kurdistan region, where UAE based Dana Gas, part
of the Crescent Petroleum, has invested at least $1.6 billion in
Kurdistan’s gas resources and plans to invest at least an additional
$700 million. There is some renewed effort to expand electricity
grid sharing and interest in infrastructure investment from the GCC
into Iraq.
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait have led plans to transmit 400 megawatts
of power to Iraq via connection to the GCC grid. But without
significant investment in Iraq’s own grid system and the ability to
use its own national gas for electricity generation (without relying on
supply from Iran), its power sector will be a loss-leader rather than
a source of savings and a reliable foundation for other sectors to
use to operate and grow. New Emirati and Saudi commitments to
each invest in Iraq in the form of $3 billion funds for private sector
initiatives were agreed upon in April 2021, but details are scarce. In
the transition to be energy sector innovators rather than just oil and
gas exporters, Iraq is most vulnerable to the lack of investment
and opportunity costs. Saudi Aramco’s investments into the LNG
business, along with global assets in refineries and petrochemicals
are joined with new investment into next generation clean energy
like green hydrogen and solar power.As the GCC states and their
national oil companies seize market share in these emerging
sectors, more traditional oil exporters will more quickly see their
products in lower demand. Given the opportunity to build new
domestic electricity production, Iraq would be well-positioned to
invest in new technologies and encourage innovation for both job
creation and cost-saving.
Iraq’s diversification needs are immediate and politically difficult,
as are those of the GCC states. For Iraq, however, access to capital to
meet immediate government spending needs is acute, and longer-
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term investment and opportunity for next generation infrastructure
and technology is harder to reach. Government policy on job creation
and opening opportunities for women and young people could be
innovative. Both Iraq and the GCC states are moving in the direction
of alternate sources of government revenue through raising taxes,
which increases demands on government accountability from
citizens and expectations of service provision. Localization efforts
to produce more domestically and hire nationals to do the work may
actually be easier to achieve in Iraq than in the GCC.
The trajectories of these economies are tied together, but they are
also direct competitors in their key source of government revenue.
There is no single solution to economic diversification, but there
are at least more policy efforts across a wider geography to study
and implement, tailored to a domestic context.
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E

ighteen years since the regime change in Iraq, and sixteen
since the Iraqi constitution was passed, the constitutional
framework of relations between the Iraqi federal
government and the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG)
remains unfulfilled. Baghdad-Erbil relations are not defined by a
constitutional legal framework, but rather by a frequently shifting
balance of power. Over the past eighteen years, the disputes
between Erbil and Baghdad have gone through different phases
and taken different forms, resembling relations between a highly
autonomous region and a weak central government (2003-2014),
state-to-state relations (2014-2017), and regional-federal relations
(late 2017 to the present). Nevertheless, recent developments
in both Erbil and Baghdad have changed the dynamics, with
the potential to finally clarify and regulate regional-federal
relations based on the constitutional framework.
POST-2017 RELATIONS
Kurdistan’s decision to hold a unilateral referendum for its
independence in September 2017, and the lack of the international
support it received, effectively provided Baghdad with unanimous
support to take punitive actions against the KRG, including
deploying the Iraqi Security Forces to replace the Kurdish
forces, the Peshmerga, in all areas disputed between the KRG
and Iraqi federal government, notably the oil-rich region around
the city of Kirkuk. These actions reverted the Kurdistan boundaries
to those drawn in 2003, a punishing political blow against some of
Kurdistan’s hard-won gains.
After the referendum, the Kurdish leadership soon realized it was
impossible to return to the territory’s pre-referendum status. The
fight for the consolidation and protection of the constitutional
entity of Kurdistan replaced the previous moves, undertaken
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over many years, towards de jure independence. While Kurdistan’s
autonomy has decreased, it has demonstrated its survival, proving
it is not simply an ephemeral phenomenon that will collapse on its
own. This has reinforced two perspectives: Erbil’s, which considers
that engagement with Baghdad is synonymous to its political
sustainability; and Baghdad’s, which recognises that Kurdistan is
here to stay. Kurdistan’s engagement strategy with Baghdad was also
guided by the fact that, with the loss of Kirkuk in October 2017, the
KRG’s monthly income decreased from $565.5 million a month to
$337.4 million. Consequently, the KRG was unable to provide many
public services and the salaries of its 1.2 million public employees,
resulting in widespread violent protests in late 2017 and early 2018.
The KRG’s willingness to compromise after the referendum, including
allowing Iraq’s federal government to audit the biometric registration
of KRG employees, shows that Erbil is willing to compromise some
of its powers, if this will protect and sustain the constitutional
entity of Kurdistan. In another example, while the KRG officially
agreed to Baghdad’s authority over the Erbil and Sulaimaniyah
airports following the international flight ban against Kurdistan
until March 2018, Kurdistan’s separate visa regime, a symbol of
de facto power, continued. While the pragmatic approach has not
yet produced a comprehensive settlement between Baghdad
and Erbil, the KRG regained much of the international support it
had lost with the referendum and, importantly, it maintained its
powers and autonomy without provoking disputes with any of the
major parties in Baghdad. Protecting and consolidating the entity’s
autonomy and cooperation with the Iraqi government has become
a new strategy, as the Kurdish leaders realized that Baghdad now
represents “the strategic depth of Kurdistan”.
The turn of the KRG’s dominant party the Kurdistan Democratic
Party (KDP) towards Baghdad has been critical for the restoration
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of the relationship between Erbil and Baghdad. Reflective of the
post-referendum tensions, during the 2018 parliamentary elections
the KDP decided to boycott the elections in some disputed
territories, particularly Kirkuk, to protest Baghdad’s control over
them. However, illustrating the new strategy, the KDP has invested
heavily in campaigning in disputed territories during the current
elections, and even included Arab candidates on its own electoral
list from the heart of Arab cities outside Kurdistan, including the
symbolic Shia city Karbala. The KDP has understood the benefits
of forming alliances with the power players of Shia Iraqi politics,
such as the Sadr Movement. Erbil has thus not just turned
towards Baghdad, but rather it has embraced it with open arms,
attempting to become once again a major player in Iraq’s politics
and the process of government formation.
CHANGING GOVERNMENTS
AND DISPERSING POWER IN BAGHDAD
The results of Iraq’s 2018 parliamentary elections allowed different
parties to emerge as victors, further dispersing and fragmenting
power within the Shia political house. The former Prime Minister
Haider Al-Abadi, who led the fight against Erbil in October 2017, was
defeated, setting the stage for the return of the KDP to Baghdad.
The three most powerful blocs – the Sayirun (54 seats), the Fatih
(47 seats), and the Nasir (42 seats) – were each unable to form a
government alone, leading them to reach out and negotiate with
different parties, including Kurdish parties. Fragmentation of power
among the Shia community has thus strengthened the Kurds’
position in Baghdad, as different political powers had to negotiate
with them in order to create a bloc.
Over the past three years, two governments have been formed in
Baghdad, led in turn by Prime Ministers Adil Abdul-Mahdi (2018-
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2019) and Mustafa Al Kadhimi (2020-present). Both governments
pledged to solve the disputes with Erbil and began to build strong
relations with Kurdish leaders. This has contributed to building
a good degree of understanding and strengthened the KRG’s
relationship with Baghdad. Some Arab and Kurdish politicians
have even described these years as a “golden period” in BaghdadErbil relations. Based on its current course, the Kurdish leadership
in Erbil is expected to show an ever-greater desire to work with
Baghdad, without independence on the agenda.
TOWARDS ESTABLISHING A REGIONAL-FEDERAL ARRANGEMENT
Today, when the KRI President travels to Baghdad, he travels as the
leader of a federal region of Iraq, not the President of a different state.
Since October 2017, the former Prime Minister and current President of
the Kurdistan Region of Iraq, Nechirvan Barzani, has visited Baghdad
several times, while former President, Masoud Barzani, visited Baghdad
only once from 2014 to 2017. This not only demonstrates a new balance
of power and era in Baghdad-Erbil relations, but also a transformation
in the nature of the relationship from one that resembled a state-tostate relationship to a more cautiously functioning regional-federal
relationship. The change in Erbil’s rhetoric towards Baghdad, and the
changing of power dynamics in Iraqi Shia politics, have allowed Erbil
and Baghdad to establish the necessary understandings to work
within this new framework. Importantly, the once-prominent antiKurdish — or anti-KRG rhetoric — has not significantly featured in the
current electoral campaign among candidates in Baghdad and the
south. These positive changes present a significant opportunity to
the Kurdish and Iraqi leaders to address the disputes and issues
between their governments, such as disputed territories, budgets,
management of natural resources, border control, and the status of
the Peshmerga forces.
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T

he October 10th Parliamentary elections in Iraq certainly
represent a litmus test for the interim government led by
Mustafa al-Kadhimi, which only a year and a half ago took
the helm of a country rocked by mass popular protests against the
pervasive corruption, lack of economic opportunities, and a season
of constant insecurity emanating from recalcitrant militia groups
and the broader Iran-US geopolitical rivalry. But the vote will also
be a major opportunity for the EU to show the real extent of its
commitment to assist Iraq in its path towards improved domestic
stability and economic prosperity, both of which depend on the
implementation of extensive and ambitious socio-political reforms
in the country. Overall, such a commitment should be aimed at
strengthening the effectiveness and democratic legitimacy of
Iraqi institutions and empowering Iraqi citizens, through a strategy
that incorporates the aspirations and lessons from the widespread
protest movement started in October 2019. This means that the
Union should prioritize initiatives aimed at tackling the social
grievances of Iraqi people while using its vast know-how and
political capital to foster the accountability and transparency of
the country’s institutions. Brussels has already done much for Iraq,
especially in terms of humanitarian and development aid, but there
is reason to believe that current efforts will soon be dangerously
insufficient to mitigate Iraq’s challenges. While the above goals are
already mentioned in the 2018 European Strategy for Iraq, the fluid
dynamics that have developed since 2019 require a substantial
adjustment.
A more concrete EU engagement in Iraq would be even more
necessary as it comes at a time of substantial US disengagement
from the country and the region as a whole, thus offering Brussels
a significant window of opportunity to take on a front-row role and
promote dialogue and democratic governance through a clear-cut
– yet adaptive – strategy based on diplomacy and reform support.
It was only in the 2010s, however, that Iraq started to gain positions
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in the EU regional agenda, whereas before it was mainly seen as an
area falling under the US sphere of influence, worthy of attention
only in case of crises with potential regional magnitude.
In concrete terms, Iraq fits perfectly in the EU foreign policy
compass due to its historical and geostrategic significance in
several areas.
To begin with, thanks to its huge hydrocarbon reserves – the fifth in
the world – and its rank as the second-highest oil producer in the
OPEC cartel, Iraq remains a crucial actor for world energy supplies
and for the energy security of many European nations as well.
In the energy field, for that matter, important relations also exist
the other way around, with several European energy companies
such as ENI, Total or Shell having played an instrumental role
in the development of Iraq’s oil industry and retaining valuable
interests and activities in the country.
Secondly, but just as important, the EU is Iraq’s fourth biggest trade
partner, with the 2020 total trade in goods accounting for nearly
€10.8 billion and representing 12,1% of Iraq’s total trade in goods
in the same year, according to the last statistics provided by the
European Commission. The EU-Iraq economic partnership is
regulated by the EU-Iraq Partnership and Cooperation Agreement,
inked in 2012 but fully implemented only in 2018, which covers a
wide range of trade sectors and provides preferential elements and
ample market access to European companies. Despite the severe
fallout of the pandemic, which caused a 57.9% and 7.4% drop in
EU imports from – and exports to – Iraq, respectively, compared
to 2019 (an overall 49% plunge), Europe’s trade flows with Iraq
have been following an incremental trajectory since 2016, thus
suggesting a potential – if not plausible – full recovery in the
short term. Two aspects deserve specific attention in this respect:
first, bilateral trade remains poorly diversified and largely
dominated by mineral fuel and petroleum products, which account
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for 99,7% of total EU imports from Iraq. Besides the trade deficit
this has generated for the EU, from a perspective of sustainability
and climate change mitigation as enshrined in the EU Green Deal
agenda, current trade relations with Iraq are incompatible with
the EU’s goals and require substantial restructuring. This step,
however, has to be taken in a gradual and mutually beneficial way
that, on the one hand, can help the EU to progressively diminish is
reliance on Iraqi oil and, on the other hand, can strengthen bilateral
trade partnerships on renewables and other goods, thus helping
Iraq diversify its economy and become more resilient against future
challenges such as water scarcity and desertification, among others.
Second, the EU-Iraq bilateral economic partnership is still lagging
behind those of Iraq with China and Turkey – Baghdad’s first and
second biggest trade partners, respectively – accounting for
29% and 18% of its total trade volume. Nonetheless, an expanded
EU role in the area may change this, provided that diversification
and economic reforms are effectively implemented in Iraq. Such
a role may also benefit from Baghdad’s admittance to the WTO,
a process that is strongly endorsed by the EU (and Washington)
and would help Iraq carry out domestic policies and reforms aimed
at modernising its business environment and effectively integrate
into the global economy.
The other major area of EU-Iraq relations pertains to humanitarian
and reconstruction aid as well as security cooperation,
especially counterterrorism. The European Union is a leading
donor in Iraq and, since the beginning of the war against the selfproclaimed Islamic State in 2014, it has provided over a billion
euros to support the country, including 506 million in humanitarian
funding and, since the COVID-19 outbreak, more than 30 million
euros to support Iraq’s healthcare system and facilitate access
to COVID-19 vaccination for displaced people. The EU also coorganised the Kuwait International Conference for Reconstruction
of Iraq in February 2018, in which international donors pledged
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a total of $30 billion to finance Iraq’s reconstruction, including
€400m by Brussels. In the security sphere, the EU has focused
on capacity building and security sector reform (SSR) for the Iraqi
Security Forces (ISF) since 2017, mainly through its civilian advisory
mission (EUAM-Iraq), recently extended until April 2022. In parallel,
several EU countries have troops on the ground operating in the
framework of the Global Coalition against the Islamic State and
providing training, logistics, and counterterrorism support to the
ISF.
Concrete results, however, have so far been limited or at least
insufficient to make the ISF capable of guaranteeing all-out security
across the country. IS’ attacks have never ceased completely
and are on the rise once again, especially in northern and
North-Western provinces, with the group remaining a “wellentrenched” insurgency according to a recent US Department
of Defence report. Equally relevant, Iraqi forces possess “limited
ability” to control the Iraqi-Syrian border and prevent the illegal
passage of weapons and fighters, despite this being a primary
goal of the EUAM mission. While the pandemic has delayed and
hindered the programme in the short term, the 25% reduction
in the Iraqi Ministry of Defence’s resources sanctioned by the
2021 federal budget law risks undermining ISF’ structural
capabilities and complicate the efforts of the EU and Western
partners in consolidating the security sector. This precarious
security landscape is worsened by two additional factors: on
the one hand, the still limited coordination between ISF and
Peshmerga units, which has granted IS militants substantial
freedom of movement in a string of disputed territories bordering
the Kurdistan region of Iraq. Relations between Baghdad and Erbil,
though, have progressively improved since 2017 and the EU should
keep pressuring both sides to settle their disputes. On the other
hand, the actions of unrestrained militias, – some of which belong
to the officially recognized Popular Mobilisation Forces (PMF) but
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are closely aligned with Iran – continue to target U.S. troops and
hamper the joint activities between the ISF and foreign partners,
including European ones. What is more, these militias exploit
their political influence and wide power networks to conduct illicit
trafficking as they please, while some groups with close ties to
political circles have been accused of human rights violations
and arbitrary killings against demonstrators and activists during
the popular protests and, more recently, in view of the imminent
elections, with very limited accountability. Given the close ties that
figures affiliated with these groups enjoy with security institutions
such as the Ministry of Interior, a key EUAM partner, Eu officials
should carefully evaluate their counterparts’ reliability and make
sure EU supports does not end up, in a way or another, favouring
the wrong interlocutors.
Although the EU, thanks to its polyvalent and long-time
experience in stabilisation and development assistance, is wellpositioned to support Iraq’s efforts towards greater stability and
prosperity, Brussels’ current commitment seems inadequate
to solve the structural challenges the country is facing, chiefly
the rampant corruption, a deteriorating economy, and a pervasive
governance crisis. The reason lies in the myopic nature of the
European approach towards Iraq, which remains heavily securitized
and centred around the logic of crisis response and humanitarian
aid. Although these dimensions are still present on the ground,
there is a lack of structural, long-term planning in the EU Iraq
strategy, reflecting the vagueness of the broader EU foreign
policy agenda for the region. On the political front, for instance,
greater efforts should be made towards initiatives aimed at curbing
corruption, improving transparency and accountability within Iraqi
institutions, strengthening the Rule of Law, and ensuring full respect
of human rights, with more compelling standards for Iraqi political
élites and decision-makers. Concurrently, EU initiatives should
focus on the close correlation between a corrupted, sectarian
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political system and the lack of public services and jobs, as well
as the rising socio-economic marginalisation of many communities,
which represent some of the main reasons behind the waves of
popular mobilisation occurred in recent years. That also means a
reassessment of the development model followed by the Union,
including how funds are allocated and spent, what did not work,
and who are the partners, based on a predominantly bottomup approach that privileges local NGOs and qualified civilsociety organisations over public agencies and authorities with
potentially vested interests in maintaining the status quo. This is
not to say that state institutions should be bypassed, but rather that
EU initiatives should carefully choose their partners and remain
closely tied to the core values and principles that have inspired the
Union in the first place, especially when the local institutions have a
poor track record of implementing international reform projects or
are perceived as inherently corrupted by the population.
More generally, for the EU actions in Iraq to be more effective, the
2018 guiding strategy should be holistically reframed around the
concept of human security – wherein traditional, state-centred
security is only a fraction – also emphasising the social and
economic security dimensions (e.g. the empowerment of new
generations and the reintegration of marginalised communities),
with a view to creating a conducive environment for stability and
institutional legitimacy. The deployment of an observatory mission
to monitor the October 10th legislative elections is a positive yet
largely symbolic step, but, as analyst Nussaibah Younis observes,
in the short term the EU should prepare for a deeper and more
comprehensive engagement with the full spectrum of Iraq’s
population, especially leaders of the protests and civil society, while
putting pressure on Iraqi politicians and making clear that they will
be held accountable for any failure in reforming a dysfunctional
political system.
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I

raq’s geostrategic importance for the European Union is
mirrored by the growing interests of single European states.
This is particularly true for France and Italy, who are indeed at
the forefront of the European strategic relationship with Baghdad.
Paris’ and Rome’s engagement in the country revolves around
several dimensions, first and foremost regarding security. On
the military level, both EU member states are historically and
traditionally involved in the fight against terrorism in the region
and the global growth of Islamic extremist movements. In Iraq,
this commitment includes troops and air assistance of the Iraqi
Security Forces (ISF), an essential support for Baghdad in curbing
the remaining cells of the so-called Caliphate.
For almost twenty years, Italy has been present on Iraqi territory,
in line with the intermittent orientation of its major allies. In recent
times, Rome’s withdrawal from Afghanistan has gone hand in hand
with a progressive consolidation of its military role in Iraq. From May
2022, Italy will lead the NATO Mission in Iraq (NMI). Launched in
2018 at Baghdad’s request, NMI is a non-combat, advisory, training
and capacity-building operation designed to help strengthen Iraqi
security institutions – namely the Iraq's Defense Ministry – with
security sector reform (SSR), as well as training and supporting
local forces in their efforts to fight terrorism.
Following requests from the Iraqi government, this year, the
NATO presence in Iraq is expected to increase its personnel by
up to 4,000 troops. However, instead of being a new “surge”,
this deployment would be conducted in full respect of Iraq’s
sovereignty and territorial integrity and subjected to Baghdad’s
authority. If adequately managed, this initiative could potentially
produce good opportunities for quiet and sustainable security
cooperation to restore the Iraqi institutions and state’s sovereignty.
At the same time, it could even improve multi-national security
relations beyond the campaign against the Islamic State (IS) and
more widely distribute the burden of support among US allies.
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More broadly, the expansion of NATO’s mission to Iraq — already
discussed in June during the ministerial meeting of the Global
Coalition against Daesh co-chaired by Italy and the United States
— could also be seen as a response to the US desire for greater
involvement of its allies in active missions in the Middle East.
This approach, in turn, reflects a moment where Washington is
substantially reducing its military presence in the area due to
the growing priority attributed to the Indo-Pacific. In Iraq, the
United States still deploy 2,500 troops, whose combat elements
have to be entirely evacuated by the end of the year.
In the renewed NATO framework in Iraq, the Italian forces will
represent the largest share, with 1,180 units deployed as part of the
Operation Prima Parthica – Italian contribution to the international
Inherent Resolve mission – and NMI. By taking the reins of the
fourth multilateral mission in the broader Mediterranean (together
with the UNIFIL mission in Lebanon, NATO’s KFOR in Kosovo
and EUNAVFOR MED IRINI in Central Mediterranean), Italy is reaffirming its increasing role within the Alliance and its firm
commitment to Baghdad.
Against this backdrop, France plays a prominent role in counterterrorism operations in Iraq, both in air support and personnel.
Bilaterally, France maintains with Iraq both lethal air support and
nonlethal military training programs in the context of the IS fight,
with approximately 600 troops, 11 jet fighters and one vessel
being part of the Paris’ contribution towards the US-led coalition
(operation Chammal). Moreover, in late August, French President
Emmanuel Macron reiterated France›s commitment to the
fight against the Caliphate›s sleeping cells in Iraq during his
attendance at the Baghdad Conference for Cooperation and
Partnership. This visit, the second in a year and the sole as a nonregional participant, clearly demonstrates the significance of Iraq
to France’s strategic interests in the region.
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Iraq also presents promising economic opportunities for both
EU countries. Considering its oil reserves (among the biggest
in the world) and its role in the OPEC cartel, Iraq will continue
to be of the utmost geostrategic importance for the global
economy. Accounting for over 17% of Italy’s national demand,
Iraq was among the country’s largest crude oil suppliers in 2020,
second only to Azerbaijan. On the French front, Macron’s latest visit
to Iraq was timed with the French company Total signing a US$27
billion contract to extract oil and gas from several wells in Basra.
In addition, both France and Italy hope to secure contracts to
reconstruct Iraq’s central areas destroyed in the war against IS.
Nowadays, Italian companies are deeply involved in providing
technical assistance to enhance Iraqi national hydraulic
infrastructure and dam system (especially in Mosul). Recently,
Italy also donated Iraq 100,000 vaccine doses via the Covax
vaccine-sharing facility. A modest donation, which nonetheless
symbolises the Italian solidarity in contributing to Baghdad’s efforts
to enhance the national vaccination campaign against Covid-19
(that has interested only around 10 per cent of the Iraqi population).
At the same time, the French firm Alstom has reportedly signed a
US$1.5 billion deal with Iraqi authorities to design and construct
a monorail metro system in Baghdad.
Nonetheless, increasing the European footprint in Iraq could also
represent a formidable challenge due to the multiple critical
issues characterising the Iraqi context. Although temporarily
appeased by convincing Washington to decrease its involvement
in Iraq, Iranian-aligned parties in the Shiite block (and their
affiliated militant groups) still represent the most significant
challenge to a Western presence in Iraq, whether American or
not. Thus, this element is the first to consider when examining the
mid-to-long-term implications of a bolstered presence of Western
troops on Iraqi soil. Given their traditional non-interference in Iraqi
domestic issues, Italian and French forces can help maintain strong
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international support to Iraq while decreasing the risk of escalation
with Iran-backed militias.
Nonetheless, as the country has witnessed new elections, it is
reasonable to foresee that the same obstacle to keep Iranianbacked militias at bay will inevitably affect any incoming Prime
Minister, given the necessity to secure a majority within the
Council of Representatives (where the Iran-aligned groups and
affiliated political forces hold a significant share). In this context,
any intention to embrace much-needed security sector reforms
and keep a military presence in Iraq (even if in full respect of Iraq’s
sovereignty and territorial integrity under the NATO structure)
should consider the necessity to avoid sparking tensions between
the government and paramilitaries and adding instability to an
already unpredictable environment. In this sense, caution will be
critical in the months to come.
At the same time, both France and Italy should adjust their
plans for expanding their mission and influence in Iraq in line
with developments already in progress in the region. For
months now, Iraq has enjoyed positive relationships with its
surrounding neighbours (with which both France and Italy enjoy
reasonably warm economic and political relations), above all
the venue for Saudi-Iranian negotiations. At the same time, the
Baghdad Conference presented a significant opportunity to create
a platform for regional dialogue and understanding. Nonetheless,
an enhanced Italian and French presence in the area could
progressively affect the relationship with neighbouring countries,
especially Turkey (who has repeatedly criticised the Atlantic Alliance
for its collaboration with the Iraqi Kurds). For Ankara, European
enhanced commitment could indeed counterbalance its
presence in Iraq, especially in the North. Macron's recent visit to Iraqi
Kurdistan (an area that Ankara considers essential for its national
interest and significant influence) perfectly exemplifies this, raising
eyebrows in Turkey about whether the Iraqi Kurdish region could
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turn into a new place of rivalry with Paris. Overall, concerted ItalianFrench action in Iraq would represent the ideal approach to help
maintain solid international support to Baghdad while decreasing
the risk of further instability at the regional level and avoiding
jeopardising Iraq’s efforts to address its long-standing challenges.
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